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The Knight participated at the Office of Campus
Volunteerism 's "Karniva/-4-Kids" Saturday,
October 22nd. Photos appear on page 14 .
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WNSU Radio Station Promoting New Dean of Day
Athletic_s, Expanding Play List Program Shapes Goals,

l Volume 5

I

by Jen Birchfield
WN SU, Nova Southeastern' s alternative radio station, was created in 1990.
Originally named WNKR, the station provided interested students the chance to
work behind the scenes .
The station has grown over the past
few years and will continue to do so, as
it works toward its ultimate goal: going
FM. Until it reaches that point, the station is busy making its presence known
hoth on and off campus.
The highlight of WNSU's activities
occurred last October when WNSU
organized a successful fundraiser
concert featuring five local acts who
donated their time and effort. This
year, WNSU is continuing its work
with charities, including Goodwill and
NSU's Office of Campus Volunteerism,
particularly the Karnival-4-Kids, a
recent on-campus carnival for abused
or neglected children.
WNSU's current thrust is the promotion of NSU's athletic events . Currently,
the radio station broadcasts Lady Knights
volleyball, Knights basketball, and
Knights baseball games.
The station plans to cover more athletic events when obtain the additional
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by Jason Domasky

Dave Nurbin (/.) gives Rick Bauer (r.) technical assistance
in the Production Room at the WNSU Radio Station .

necessary equipment. WNSU believes
that by broadcasting games, attendance
will increase and interest ir1 '\JSU's sports
will rise.
"[We want.to] get the student body
somewhat a little more knowledgeable
via information about what's going on
with sports," commented Henry "H .B."
Blaufeld, WNSU's Sports Director.
"It seems like everyone's pretty much
out of touch about how their teams are
doing within their conference or even
See STUDENT RADIO on the BacJ Page ...
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Stuart Horn hopes to steer Nova
Southeastern undergraduates toward a
h;mdful of special goals. The longtime
professor and charismatic conversationa Ii st has taken charge of the
thirtysomething university's day program.
According to Horn, "I want the College of Professional and Liberal Studies
to attract students interested in learning." .
University President Ovid Lewis
asked Horn to take the reigns of the College of Professional and Liberal Studies.
The new dean is charging full speed
ahead.
Horn was formerly the director of
the Department of Liberal Arts. His new
responsibilities have mushroomed into
overseeing the educational and financial
integrity of most undergrad academic
and service departments, including NSU
athletics.
Horn remarked, "It is quite different
from being only responsible for the Liberal Arts Department."
Edwin Stieve assumed Horn's role

within the Department of Liberal Arts.
Dean Philip DeTurk now administers the
evening and off campus programs,
known as the College of Career Development.
Fiscal responsibility for the day and
evening
programs,
which compose the
.
.
Farquhar Center for Undergraduate Studies, rests with Horn and DeTurk. This
role does not stand in the way of the
Deans' educational ideals.
Horn described, "We believe the
spirit of inquiry, social respons ibility, the
spirit of the humanities, the social sci-

Dr. Stuart Horn , new ,Jean of the College
of Professional and Liberal Studies.

ences, and the arts should permeate the
full educational experience of undergraduates at the College of Professional
and Liberal Studies."
According to Horn, the College's
departments will work closely with him
See HORN on the Back Page ...
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Need Assistance
lNith Math?
by Heidi Palmer
Are y o u h aving troubl e p repa r ing for m ath tests ? D o y ou
need m ath study strategies? Are
yo u fee ling m ath an x iety?
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Sports Editor
Daniel E. lllman
Daniel I/Iman, the K.o..igfu Sports Editor, recieves
mathematical instruction from Gail Levine .

Layout and Design

Leeman J. Strout
Advisor
Dr. Chris Jackson
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Corrections on
the Women's
Study Program
by Heidi Palmer
.

There .are a few corrections to the

informat i on presented on the
Women's Study Program in Volume
5, Issue 4 of The Knight. The proAnthony F. Dominici
gram is called a Specialty Program .
Also, stud_ents will be required to take
Asst. Business Manager
a three-credit co~r.se in Feminist
Thought. Th: remaining four courses,
Mary Matos
of three credits each, may be selected
from the following :
Advisor
1. women's literature
2. women in arts and humanities
Prof. James D. Dean
3. women and the law
4. psychology of women
5. women and society : cross:
THE KNIGHT NEWSPAPER
cultural perspectives
STUDENT COMMUNICATIONS
-6. women and business
ORGANIZATION, RSC -208
7. women : science and philosophy
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 8. women in film
3301 COLLEGE AVE
*Also, interested students may
FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33314- 7796
design a practicum in consultation
w ith Dr. Lamm, in addition to or in
Telephone (305) 370-5670
Advertising (305) 452-1553 Fax (305) 452-1552 rep lacement of the required Feminist
Toll Free (800) 338-4723, extensions 5670, 1553, & 1552 Thought course.

Business Manager

The Knight Newspaper serves the . Nova Southeastern University
community from its office perched atop the main campus' Rosenthal
Student Center. As the publishing arm of the Student Communications Organization, The Knight is the University's established vehicle
for the transmission of student reporting, opinion, and arts. The Knight
maintains an active, h ighly visible presence in the NSU community.
The Knight is readily available at nearly 20 sites around NSU and
the local community, including NSU's Fort Lauderdale School of Business, t he Dania Oceanographic Center, and the Davie-Cooper City
Chamber of Commerce . Address all distribution concerns to Jason
Domasky, Editor-in-Chief, at (305) 370-5670.
The deadline for submissions for Issue 6 is November 11th. The
advertising deadline for this issue is November 16th. E-mail the Editor
at Internet address "doma sky j@a l p ha. a ca st.nova . edu" to find out
how you can become involved .

See G ail Levin e , c o o rd i nator
o f th e M ath Ce nte r, in t he Academi c Support Center . She w ill
b e h a ppy to m eet with you and

NSU's Family
Health Center
•

.

•

by Michelena Hohday
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SOUTHEASTERN
U N I V E R S I T Y

pdate
d eve lo p he lpful strategi es for yo u
o n an i n di v id uali zed b as is.
Call for an appointment at 475-7479.
commitment of the parent to be there
along w ith the ch ild ."
Li ke the rest of Nova Southeaster,n,
the preschool is private.
Woole said, "The preschool serves

Every day around noon, I noticed the commun ity. We so open our doors
that the parking area across from the to anyone who walks in, but we are a
Rosenthal Student Center is full of cars, tu ition-based program . However, we
and little kids and their mommies are do give priority to and placement to sibwalking around the parking lot.
lings in other programs ."
When I asked a friend about their
The goal of the Family Center is,
presence, she pointed me to the wh ite according to Woole, "We try to bring
and blue building towering over the cars parents in as a vital link in their child's
and people. That building was the Fam- first role learning experience. We want
ily Center.
to share w ith them what we feel is age
The Family Center serves families and stage appropriate for children and
and their children from birth to 5 years their families along w ith the program .
"We offer some support programs
of age w ith a parent-child program and
I .:l narents' COOper;:itive preschool.
With psychoeducational COUnse ling
The parent-child classes are held Families facing difficulties need strateI once or twice a week where a parent gies, play therapy, and soc ial skills .
comes in with his or her infant, toddler,
"STEP courses, 'Systematic Tracing
or preschooler. The parent stays with for Effective Parenting,' are also offered.
the child for an hour
We offer parents a
and a half of (class
wonderful l_ink betime. .
tween home and
The parent coopschool. We could
erative preschool serves children two not do the job we do without the inand-a-half to five years old. The pre- , volvement of the parent in both proschool goes up to pre-kindergarten age. grams."
The children then leave and-go to the
Woole assured, "Visitors are wel.
.
.
come
as long as appointments are made
Univ:rs1ty Scho?I or a public school.
in
advance.
In fact we get a lot of psyJill Woole, director of preschool programs, explained, "Within a given week i chology students ."
we have 800 fam ilies a week going
Hours of operation are 7 :45 AM to
through the parent-child classes, and 5 PM. As a nonprofit organization, tuabout 210 going to the preschool. So ition ranges from $2300 for a three-daythat's why you can't find a parking a-week program or $5600 for a five-dayspace. We don't have that many spots." a-week program .
Woole acknowledged, "Parents pay
As I interviewed Woole in her office, a little girl around the age of one a hefty tuition for their 2, 3, and 4 yearyear old wandered in and started play- old chi ldren . And financial ass istance
is offered when availabl~ for both proing with some toys in the corner.
Even though some of the children grams."
When asked whether or not the
are here for so long, Woole insisted, "We_
definitely refer to the Family Center as a Fam ily Center can guarantee academic
preschool because our programs are success, Woole answered, "I can assure
specifically designed to encourage the them [parents] that their ch ild w ill be
ch ild socially, emotionally, physically, the best that they can. I can't guarantee that every ch ild w ill be scholasticreatively, as well as intellectually."
"The teachers are Florida-certified cally gifted, but I can tell a parent that
with a four-year university degree. We their child will leave the Family Center
run as a school rather than a day care. feeling very good about themselves and
In the parent-child program there is the very good about being in schJol."

Instilling Self-Esteem
In Our Future

•
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Public Safety

you do. This has made me conAnother concern is our parking
--NOVA-scious of "campus driving habits." lots. As a Public Safety staff memSOUTHEASTERN
U I I V E R S 1· T Y
A few drivers exhibit "campus driv- . ber, I review all the accident reports
ing habits" that must rear up only filed on campus. An alarming numon campus. If the habits were con- ber of these accidents occur when
stant, most of those folks would not people back out of parking spaces . .
be allowed to drive.
Everyone makes mistakes. All
I believe these habits are attrib- I'm saying is to please back out with before getting int.a your car. 2. Alby Tony
uted -to a capsule community men- extreme care. Also, use caution ways lock your car doors.
Adams
tality. This attitude has the good side when driving.
In your residence, don't yell
Think
about
"come
in" when someone knocks on
of fastening a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the reason for your door. You may be inviting
For those of you who don't know c Io s e - knit
me, I am Tony Adams-the Nova community.
why that traffic trouble into your home. Please reSoutheastern Crime Prevention Of- You are safer,
sign or speed member always to think safety first.
ficer and Public Safety Coordinator. so it.also tends
bump has been
First things first. Public Safety to foster a lack of concern for safety placed there. These devices were
Your Public Safety department
has moved. Our office has relocated issues, because of a feeling of exist- placed there to keep e~eryone safe, is available 24 hours a day to ~sto the first floor of the new William ing security.
not just to make your life a little more sist you. If you have a safety or
You see it all the time. Think d;fficult.
and Norma Horvitz Administration
security question or_concern, call
Building. · However, most of our time back to when you were a kid at a
On a personal safety note: 1. me at the Public Safety office at
is spent on campus patrolling in the campground or vacation village. Remember to check the back seat (305) 370-5639.
Maybe you were allowed to drive at
Public Safety vehicles.
If you would like to meet a Pub- a young age, because it was a small,
lic Safety Officer at our new loca- private community. That type of
tion, the best way is to approach the behavior was O.K. Well, Nova
on-duty lobby officer. The Officer Southeastern is growing by leaps and
bounds.
is located in the building Rotunda.
As a community, we want to
The officer is scheduled from
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 midnight. Of keep our close knit feeling . But face
course if you have an emergency, it folks, we have a lot of traffic! It is
the NOVALERT telephone number is very important to obey those traffic
still 476-8999 . Please do not hesi- signs and speed limits .
Next time you go over a speed
tate to call 24 hours a day, 7 days a
bump on campus, look around for
week.
Nature's best kept weight-loss secret.
Another subject I feel a need to kids. The reason for the speed
address is driving on campus. I fre- bumps is those areas are densely
• As featured, nationally on TV, radio
quently drive on campus as many of populated with small children.

Relocates to New

Administration
Building

-- ~ pda.te

Novalert
Notes

Officer Adams' Campus Car
and Parking Lot Precautions

Lose Weight Fast
and eat all you want!*

THINYU

with
(-)Hydroxycitrate (HCA)
and in newspapers and magazines!
Highest HCA potency available
for fast .results.

U.LTRA CONUVlUNICATIONS
GET A BRAND NEW
BRAVO PLUS BEEPER FREE
REQUIRES CONNECTION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

& SERVICE

• Burn fat, don't digest it!

AGREEMENT

16 memory
Beeps and Vibrates
No deposits or last month required
BRAND NEW - Not Reconditioned
Factory Warranty
Shows time calls were received
Range: Key West to Vero Beach
Response Time: 8 seconds
Free loaner if repairs are needed
"Extra Long Battery Life
Time Stamping

SPECIAL OFFER TO
THE NOVA COMMUNITY
Reconnect your beeper for FREE with us and receive
a FREE pocket calculator or designer gold chain.

Call today for more information
BROWARD - 926-3332
DADE - 238-0011
8504 S.W. 129th Terrace
2500 Hollywood Blvd, #311

Only

$ 39.95
for a one-month
· supply

A

~,

SL SYSTEMS (800) 512-3600
lndependeat NEWAYS_Distribut~_r _

*Reduce fat intake to 15-25% of total daily calories.

.
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Student Services
Showcase Their
Features

Calling all Liberal and Professional Studies Students and. Faculty!
YOU are invited to join in the fun on
Wednesday, November 9, 1994, from
11 :30 a.m.-1 :00 p.m . in front of the

Parker Building for our first annual Student Services Fair.
There will be information available on (NSU Support Services with
representation from these organizations:
* Academic Support Center

*

Financial Aid
* Career 'R esource Center
* Student Activities
* Testing Center
* Wellness Center

Please come join us and enjoy
FREE FOOD, MUSIC and PRIZES.
The grand prize will be a Sea Escape
Cruise for two. Just present your Student 1.0. to participate in the fun.
Remember: WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1994, 11 :30 a.m. - 1 :00
p .m., IN FRONT OF THE PARKER
BUILDING

P R I N C I P L E S of S O U N D R E T I R E .\ \ E N T I N \' E S T I N G

--NOVA-SOUTHEASTERN
UIIVERSITY

pdate

Masters of Arts in
Liberal Studies
Program Enriches,
Cllallenges

Jocus 011 Pere11111al
Social ancf tthical
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
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an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 3o years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning .
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consjder this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 3o and you can
accumulate over $138,209* by the time
you reach age b5. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $203 each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years .
Over 1.5 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

~

~

,:::

"'~
0

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

ii

The Master of Arts in LiberalStudies program was' founded on the
principle that an educatiori in liberal studies will enhance the possibility for an individual to enrich his
or her private life .
The program was specifically designed for students who seek an intellectual challenge and personal development, who are intrigued by the
perennial social and ethical questions, who wish to study the relationships that exist among the disci. plines, and who seek an understanding of the dynamic events transforming the planet.
. The MALS program welcomes all
applicants who have completed a
Bachelor's Degree in Liberal Arts and
who wish to continue their education at the graduate level.
The faculty includes:

Ed Stieve, Ph.D., Director of
the Institute for the Humanities and Arts
Steven Alford, Ph.D.,
Barbara Brodman, Ph.D.,
Mark Cavanaugh, Ph.D.,
James Doan, Ph.D., _
Suzanne Ferriss, Ph.D.,
Linda Gordon, Ph . D.,
Chris Jackson, Ph.D.,
Lester Lindley, Ph.D.,
David McNaron, Ph.D,
Scott Stoddart, Ph.D.,
Kate Lamm, Ph.D .
If you wou ld like more information about the MALS progrem, call
(305) 370-5669.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.5"'

• Auuming an inltrtJt rate of 6% cruJiJeJ to TIAA &ti/Y.nunt Annuiiiu. Tbi,,, rate W Uded .1okly to Jbow tbt power and t/ftct of compounding. Lower or bigber rate., wou.uJ
produce vtry Jif/mnl mull,. CREF ctrti/ica/e, are Ji,tril,uteJ by TIAA-CREF InJiviJUAI and ln.titulwna/ Service,.

by Heidi Palmer
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importantly, are an undefeated 11O in the Florida Sun Conference.
Coach Moran eased her team
out of the starting gate in 1 994, .
getting a feel for this young club,
rc={1
and beginning the year with a mediocre 2-5 record. Since then,
Nova Southeastern is 20-1 with
their only defeat coming at the
hands of Rollins College, way back
on September 1 6th.
by Daniel E. lllman
The Lady Knights' dominance
Three wins in a row is called a continued with a resounding three"run." Seven wins in a row is game drubbing at conference rival
called a "streak." Eighteen wins Fforida Memorial College. Warner
in a row is called "smokin', baby." Southern and Eckerd Colleges were
There are no adjectives in both easy pickings for Nova as
Roget's Thesaurus
demonstrated
grandiose enough
by
winning
to adequately demargins of 15scribe the phenom1 0, 1 5: 5, 1 4enal play of our -Nova Southeast- 16, 15-7, and 13-15, 15-10, 15-10,
ern Lady Knights Volleyball Squad. and 15-6 respectively.
Perhaps the ''streak" is at least
In 1987, when the Lady Knights
won seventeen games for the· en- partially due to the WNSU broadtire season, we were proud.
casts from the Lady Knights' home
But that was before the Pegie floor of Gloria Dei Gymnasium.
Moran era began. Last year, she The ladies are 7-0 on 92.9 with
guided her troops to thirty wins and their most recent on-air victory
an NAIA National Championship against the extremely tough Palm
appearance, the school's first. This Beach Atlantic squad.
Against Palm Beach Atlantic, a
year the ladies are 22-6, but more

Athletic
llJJ r~)) (41 lt \_~

Lady Knights

Sizzling

NSU Volleyball
Team on a Rampage

team that entered Gloria Dei with Thomas and Marti, and the setting
a 10-1 Florida Sun Conference savvy of Romero. The Sailfish
mark, the Ladies played like po- drowned in the mighty whirlpool
etry in motion. Never have I seen called the Nova Southeastern Lady
·
them display more teamwork and Knights.
confidence than I did against their
Gutierrez, named FSC player of
hated opponents.
the week, just before the Palm
Tensions ran deep in the veins Beach match, leads the team with
of all witnessing the match, expect- 230 kills, with the freshman
ing c1 grueling five-game event, but Waddell second at 195. St. ThoNova Southeastern totally domi- mas sparks the Lady Knights in
nated and confused Palm Beach blocks with 58, three more than
Atlantic, disposing of them in three Waddell.
Al I questions of a letdown were
short and painful games.
The Nova starting six of answered against St. Th0"1,slS UniSusanne Marti, Sherri Waddell, versity as Nova blanked their riAnni Palacio, Leslie Romero, Jen- vals 15-0 in the first game, with
nifer St. Thomas, and Vanessa the Knights taking three straight
Gutierrez. The key substitution of again. Eckerd College fell again
Thelma White for Marti embar- to the Ladies on September 22, this
rassed the Lady Sailfish.
time on their floor.
The powerful kills by Waddell,
The ladies will be home next
and White in the middle, with the on Friday, November the 4th .
outside smashes by Palacio, and against St. Thomas, as a tune-up
Gutierrez, were complemented for the FSC tournament and the
beautifully with the complete all- Regional Championships to be
around game by co-captains St. held at Gloria Dei.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
: Gayle Applebaum
Commuter Student Service
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NSU Soccer

dozen Transy parents and family,
members in attendance, he would
always boot the ball almost all the
way back to Nova's goalie, Elvis
Quiroz .
b
h .
Chatting with Phil Needham, faY C r1stopher C. Kehl Jr.
As I walked across the putrid ther of Transy's senior midfieldman
bridge linking the old Novalert trailer Chad about the potential of a resoundto the illustrious soccer fields, I noted ing comeback in the second half, I
with great disdain, that the closer had a funny feeling. With sides
gates were LOCKED! , To enter the switched and Transy parents elated
game, one had to scale the new about getting a better view of their
seven~foot fence.
team, the game commenced.
Nova wasted no time again with
After rubbing the dirt off my shoes
I settled down to watch the Nova its offensive pressure and dashed off
Knights host the Transylvania two-well earned goals at poor Pund,
University's 1994 Men's soccer team. whose Big Boot was still alive and
Transy, a Liberal Arts school from well. With the score settling in. my
stomach at 4-0 I was waiting for the
L:xingto_n Kentuck~ looked fit and
big. At first comparison of the teams other shoe to drop and it did.
.
Within three minutes Transy's
Nova seemed shorter and more d1Courtney
O'Brien, Jason Hadley, and
verse, than the muscular Transy team.
Nova opened ,up on the Transy Eric Voyer swept past the Nova's
defense and kept the pressure on seemingly trance-like defense for a_
Trans~'s backfield, with ~ddy M~ndez scary comeback . making the 3-4
breaking a seventeen minute sile_nce score. Being a school spirit reporter I
with a smooth shot past Transy's had a friendly conversation with Mr.
goalie Chris Pund. The half rounded Needham about the game and the
off with Nova's Javier Sarmiento scor- "naughty" plays we saw on both sides
;:?,the second goal, with 18 minutes of this dark night field.
Then I was caught off-guard when
the
first,
then second, then third goal
To. give credit to Transy, their
goalie Chris Pund is the proud owner burned the new scoreboard, and Mr.
Needham in his elation started a
seen all year. Throughout Nova's hugfest, taking me and several others
offensive attacks, Pund always reSee VAMPIRE SOCCER on ,iage 7 ...
sponded. With help from the half

.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
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Team Fights
Transylvanians
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The Aqua and
O ·ran·g·e Leave

the Silver and Black:
Black and Blue
by The Right Reverend
H. Owen Huntley
After the Dolphins returned from
the unfriendly confines of Buffalo,
New York with a loss, there was some
question of the coaching strategy.
On a day when _it was obvious
that the pass would not be very effective because of the wind what do the
Dolphins do? They abandonihe run
. for the pass . Go figure! Ahhh! But
isn't it amazing how the great ones
always seem to silence the critics.
The problem with this game:
Bernie Parmalee gained over 90 yards
on 15 carries in the first half. The
Dolphins seemed to be in control.
After half-time the Dolphin coaching
staff seemed to make a mental error. ,
They moved away from the sensational running of Bernie Parmalee, and
put the ball in Marino's hands.
While this decision would have
been favorable in the past, this is a ·
new season and a new philosophy.
The Dolphins realize that to compete
in the NFL these days one must have
a competent running game as well as
a complimentary passing game. The
pass has always been there under the
wings of Danny boy.
Now surprise! The Dolphins have
shown signs of a running game. Dare
I say that the Dolphins may have a
1,000-yard rusher this season?
For all you non-believers, here are
some stats to ponder. The Dolphins
ended Sunday's contest on the unfami I iar shoulders of Bernie Parmalee.
Parmalee finished the day with 150
yards on 30 attempts, a well-rounded
· average of 5 yards per carry.
But more importantly was how
this yardage was acquired. Bernie
showed great finesse hitting the holes
quickly and great power by knocking
over defenders. The most telling statistic was Parmalee's accounting for
45 yards on five carries to dominate
the Dolphins total yardage of 65 yards
on their winning drive of the fourth
quarter.
Danny's sub-par day· was lost in
the shining light of a thorough win
by the Dolphins over the Raiders.
Keith Byars led all receivers with 5
catches for 69 yards and a touchdown. Keith Jackson also added an-
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o t h e r
fort, pressuring opposing quarterback
Dolphins
Corner
touchHostetler all day, gaining four sacks
down.
and instigating the infamous confronI may be jumping the gun, but I tation between ·Hoss and Raiders'
believe that the Dolphins now have Coach Art Shell that was much publi- .
\G;
the missing piece to solve the puzzle cized.
of the Super Bowl. Just run baby!.
The bottom line is that the DoiI hope we see more of Bernie at
Throw out the loss to the Bills, as these . phins are 5-2, with a byE!-week, atop
of the AFC East with a one~game lead the tailback position for the DolphirJs.
"Fins" are for real.
The defense gave an inspired ef- over the Bills. The Patriots are up next. See you at the games!
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Notables and
Quo tables

by Daniel E. lllman
Tony Yannakakis placed 19th to lead

the Nova Southeastern Cross Country
team in the Fourth Annual Cross Country
lnvitational on October 7th. Javier
Sarmiento finished directly behind his
soccer teammate in 20th place, with Alex
Velasquez finishing 23rd.
On the women's side, Miranda
Carberry finished an exceptional third to
pace the Lady Knights . Zelica ' Grieve
was next among Nova's women in 24th
place.
Moving to the links, Kit Larson fin-

1994 .WNSU Bas·ketball

Bre>adcast . Dates
~

Day

11/26
12/6
12/10
1/2
1/5

Sat.
Tue.
Sat. ·
Mon.
Thu.
F'ri..
Fri.
Sat
Tue.
Sat.
Fri.
Sat.
Tue.

1/6
1/13
l/14
1117
· 1/28
2/10
2/11
2/21

Opponent

All Games Start at 7:30

St. Paul's Col.lege (Va)
Edward Waters College .
Eckerd College
. - St. Aqibrose (IA)
Han.nibaRaGrange College (MO)
WiHiam:JeW'el College:·
~
* Webber College .
Q<, ~
~ Warner: Southern
College
. . z .V') -·
..
.
- ~ ~ * Florida Memorial College
~ g: * St. Thomas University
~- § · * Flager College
;;:; g * Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
~ f * Palm Beach Atlantic College

fi.
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ished third in the Broward Community Heat play by Picking the Pros. Stop by
College Fall Invitational at lnverrary West, . The Knight office (Rosnethal Student Cenjust three shots off the winner. Jonas ter, Room 208) between noon and 1 PM
Strom placed 15th in the same event. ·
T.uesdays and Thursdays for more details.
You can still win tickets to see the Ask for Dan "The Snake" //Iman.
• /.
•
lied behind the quick harsh foot of
4I
.Garry Schultheis for both of his "Nickof-time" goals, with one being 3 sec' onds from the last .whistle. Finishing
•
with the score 6-3, Transy walked
away from their Florida tour beaten
... continued from page 5
by both Lynn and Nova, but still much
with him. I eyed the Nova bench to respected in my eyes.
see the reactions to this sudden smack
In a quick commentary, NSU alof reality and wondered what was ways amazes me with its stronger,
going through Coach Rongen's mind. better pl·ayers and deep spirit in its
With Warren Bloise redcarded senior players, but there is gap. For
again in the first half and neither Br-ian · the three g~mes I've reported on, I've
Hamilton or Tony Yannakakis on the seen a large amount of carding against
field, I had caused to sit up and cut the Knights. One could chalk it up
my idle c~'at to watch with hope and to tnterise energy or tough calls or yes, .
new found -respect for NSU' s soccer ever, flagrant fouls made by Nova, but
teani.
"'•;} ·, '
it's a concern of .mine.
..
. .
. Maybe it ~as the fear of being on ..
.· Alj-in all, .the Knights are destined
the field late at night with a school ·· to take .the Floricfa Sun Conference if ·
called, i'ran.s ylvaniaor just the need theycan keep t~e playersi-n the game ·
for rev;enge with a harsh slap . to the . and regain their wounded members .
face Nova, rallied With power, speed, . ba_
c k.on the field.
. " (Sport's Editor Note: The Knights .
· and some quick ball handling. the
passing_tightened up, as did the .con- ·
curr~ntly
7-5-'
1 and go . the road
.
.
centratioh on the NSU's team face.
for thetemaitider of the regular sea~
The well-stocked Nova talent rai- sons.)
."
.
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Secured and trained by a licensed professional guarantees the
safest way to experience the rush of SKYDIVING! Gather your
friends, clubs, or Greek organizations and make it a day to remember. We provide everything you need. Group rates are
available. Call today for more information.
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• Individual Jump .................................... .... .. $165.00

FOR THE THRILL OF YOUR LIFE ...
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AIR ADVENTURES (800) 533-6151
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Bon Jovi Hits
Pay Dirt with

Crossroads

by Brian Wactlar
Crossroads, Bon Jovi's new release, proves that this band still has
what it takes. With 11 songs from
previously recorded albums, one remake of an old Bon Jovi
favorite, and two brand
new songs, this album
ranks up there with the
best.
Crossroads is a selection of Bon Jovi's greatest hits . It contains songs off the albums "Keep the
Faith," "New Jersey," "Slippery When
Wet," "Bon Jovi," and "7800 Fahren-

heit."
Also, there is a track off the
"Young Guns II" soundtrack and a
track off Richie Sambora's "Stranger
in this Town." The three new Offerings are "Someday I'll be Saturday
Night," "Always," and "Prayer '94.'~
Bon Jovi started in 1983 with their
first release, "Runaway." They soon
wrote their first album titled "Bon
Jovi."
According to frontman Jon Bon
Jovi, "It didn't exactly set the world
on fire."
The band wrote "7800 Fahrenheit" in 1985, followed by "Slippery
When Wet," and then 1990's "New
Jersey." After Bon
Jovi Jinished touring
in 1 990, they decided to take some
time off.
The time off
ended up being a two-year hiatus.
When they came back in 1992, they
recorded the "Keep the Faith" album.
What is next for this band that has

Retrospective
Resurrects
~ast Glory
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by Tamara ·Taylor

their dreams. Jason, the main char~cter'. was caught bet"".ee~ foll~wing his dreams and staying 1n a situation that would norhave benefited
him.
The song "U Will Know" relates
to Jason's feelings, encouraging him
to ,;stand up tall" and fulfill his

The movie Jason's Lyric is about
a young African American male

dreams .
.
.
"Many Rivers to Cross" is the

who has always been ~here for h_is
younger brother, who· is forever in

title of another one of my favmite
songs on the soundtrack. Oletta

trou~le . When Jason meet: ~yric,
a unique woman, he falls in love

~dams p~rforms. a beautiful rendit1on of this classic song .

with he_r, and the two want to pursue their dreams together.
Jason is then torn between leaving his younger brother who needs
him, or losing Lyric forever . The
soundtrack to this film is a wonderful example of how songs, even
though they sometimes go unno-

The message
the song is that
there are many rivers to cross before we reach our goals successfully. ·
which ties into the theme of the
movie. Jason had to cross many
seemingly uncrossable rivers before
he achieved his dreams.
All 17:y favorite songs on the

ticed, ca~ coincide.with a movie.
"U Will Know" 1s performed by
Black Men United, a star studded
en:emble of African A~erican male
artists. What makes this one of my
favorite songs is its chorus.
-

soundtrack happ~n to be slow
songs, but for you die hard rap fans,
there is equal representation. Rappers such as L.L. Cool J., Five Footer
Crew/G Funk Era, Ahmad, and others, all contributed great songs that

"Your dreams ain't easy, just
stick by your plan. To ~o from boys
to men, you must act .like a man.
"It gets hard sometimes, so grab
what you know. Stand up tall and
don't you fall and you will know."
These words express a need for
persistence, especially in black
men, when it comes to pursuing

coincide with the movie ~s w~II.
The pr~ducer~ and ~rt1sts did. an
excellent Job d1splayin~ a wide
range of talent, yet relating every
song to the movie. I would encourage everyone to go out, purchase
this soundtrack, and see the movie.
For Jason's Lyric, the two go
hand in hand . .

Jason,s Lyric
•

•

Enhances V1ew1ng
•
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you. My thoughts have changed, still
of you, but different now. I see you
pissed, holding your tongue, trying not
to hurt me o·utright. I see you crying in
my doorway, for what we both thought
was the last time.
My hand slightly tightens on the
empty green can as I see you hurt ·and
downtrodden by your own blood. I see
you exhausted and pained in your
cough, after laying out all the editions
before a big test. My palm tenses
around my captive can as I see you,
yes you, telling me I betrayed you and
everything we held dear.
My mind · ignores the beginning
sounds of a can being slowly crushed
in my grip, and sees you, only you. As
all the new faces entered school this
year, never once did I allow my heart
to drift from you again as I had done
before. My eyes are probably locked
onsomething,orsomeonebut l seeyou
talking about your ideas for your future
and the needed freedom you have decided to earn and deserve.
My mind does not register the feel ing of the ripped and broken can slic-

N

by Christopher C. Kehl Jr.
I sip the last of my Schweppe's Ginger Ale, and hold the can in my hand
as I round the building. I lose my train
of thought about the. raft I am building,
and drift once again back to thoughts
of you.
Your eating the lunch I made you .
Your playing video games badly. Your
holding me when I cry. It was always
been around . for over a decade? A
new Bon Jovi album.
"Jon and I have written over 40
songs," Richie Sambora says. "We've
explored new avenues of music, and
a lot of the songs, they're hot political, but they relate to today's problems."
Bon Jovi is still the same five guys
who got together back in 1983. According to Jon, he likes it that way.
He says, "When you're together
for as many years, on as mariynights,
and in as many weird places as we've
been, the depth t~at you find in the
four other people 1s a lot greater than
any relationship you'11 have."

ing its revenge into my finger. My mind
registers the knowledge that I am a

I
See SIPPING on facing page ..
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Fa'ir Lanes Davie
_

Presents

NOVA u NIVE RS 1·T v
STUDENT BUCK NIGHT
EVE RY SATURDAY
FROM MI ON. ITE 'Tl L 2 AM
.

·

SHOW YOUR STUDENT ID &
·
FOR $1 RECE/VE•
•

1 GAME OF BOWLING OR
1 PAIR OF RENTAL SHOES OR
1 GLASS OF DRAFT BEER OR
1 SMALL SODA OR
1 HOT DOG
LOCATED AT 8200 w STATE RD. 84
BETWEEN PINE ISLAND RD. & UNIVERSITY DR.

_
473
8822
-

· JOIN US FOR ROCK-N-BOWL

ON FRIDAY NIGHTS FROM
MIDNIGHT TO 2 AM
~
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Sipping From
the Soul

is beating my ears dead. It movedthe doors start to slide open. My head

"§
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Blackberry Juice"

... continued From racing page

turn~· as I wipe my bloodied ha~d on
my Jeans, embarrassed, and hoping to
hide the trance-like anguish.

young man knowing he is lost in the
shuffle of his own life, with a clear goal
ahead; to love & teach. My mind sees
many things but does not warn itself as
a crimson line crosses my ring finger
and drips to my shoes.
I don't remember walking past the
security guard or
ID
· -h.
show1~g im my .
My mind sees you
again as I enter the
elevator, and its
doors slap shut.
mind sees you,
plain as day, laying
.- _
in
. my bed, curled
.
into a dece1tfu_lly
cute ball. My mrnd
sees the anguish in

The door creeps. For a second, or
a lifetime, i catch sight of your favorite
dress and those cute yellow earrings
after the opening of the door. My mind
floods with emotions, happiness, anger,
and torment, but the door slides further
open-for that time frame my heart
___ stopped, and
· d
my mrn saw
you, and only
youIt took
me a minute
to wake from
that moment,
· h
open
-t . e
J doors again,
; and
walk
; away. I am

- yourbrow,andmy
mind also knows the wrath it has al-

sure that it
was not you I saw, but again unsure

ready endured .
As the sliver of tin cuts a metacar-

about how I feel. My mind is always
going to play tricks on me, but why did

Listening
Lists
..
.

pal nerve my mind flashes back to the
elevator in whit~, searing pain. For a
moment I am aIone, wa1·t·rng •,or th e door
•
h fl
Th · ·1
to open on t he ,ourt oor.
e s1 ence

you?

Th

My

by Kelvin Vidale
BLACK
Mah mah ma, mah mah ma
Black
Ma~ matma
1
Mah ~~hma
BLACK.
SWEET
Ma_
h brudah, mah brudah
Sweet
Mah brudah
Sweet
Mah brudah SWEET. WHOLE
Mah sista, mah sista
Who~e
Mahh s1sta
W O 1e .
Mah sista WHOLE ·
Ah Black,
,
Ah Sweet.
Ahn ah Whole.

WNS·u · DJ

''Untitled''
by Kelvin Vidale
IAM .. .
LOST in a wilderness ...
Searching for that something ...
Something that .. .
No one wants .. .
No one wants to hear me,
Feel me.
Searching.
The Knight is always lo,oking for
·
· d reviews
·
poe t ~y, an
. If you 'd
·f'~ction,
like to submit your work, please turn
·t ·rn on d 1s
' k . Stop by th e Kn,g
· ht o f 1
fice (room lOB in R?senthal) and
we'll be happy to assist you.

h-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

-

Author's Note: Word to the wise never eat

· Caesar's Pizza
. nude .in front of a'keyboard,
Little
'N 't 11 ,
, ea .

·1t does strange
- th'
t th
· d
ings o e min .

Career Resource
_Center
·We kau-e ~ !
The Career Resource Center has moved to the
Ho_rvitz Administration Building
on the first floor. Come visit us in our new
.- locatio_n and sign up for the November workshops
or -on-campus recruiting:
.
.

Workshops:
Thursday 11/10 --- Interview Techniques
Monday 11/14 --- -Resume Writing
Tuesday 11/29 --- Applying to Law School
'Recruiting: .
Monday 11/7 --- Sun Sentinel Compariy
Wednesday 11/9 --- Office Team
--Thrusday 11/10 --- Pier 66 Resort
Friday 11/18 --- Miami Marriott Hotel

~

Ed• t

, L· t

·

L· t

"ASK 9:HE PY<07ESSOY<"
Are you looking for that great old song
that you have no idea who recorded?
Then submit your questions to The Knight
Newspaper st4ff and your question will
be answered in the following issue.

- I or_S IS e~mg IS
1. Shine I Collective Soul
Bl Vi - M . p·
s d k
2 • ue e1vet ot,on ,cture oun trac
3. Sometimes Always /The Jesus & M~ry Chain Marty, "The Professor
4. The First Five Minutes After Violent Death
Oldies"' Show
I Coil
Theme: Harmony Perfect Harmony
5. Third Uncle I Brian Eno

of

You can listen to The Knight's Editor play- 1. Baby I Love You I Ronettes
ing atmospheric, obscure, extreme, and very lis- 2. Spanish Harlem I Checkmates
tenable music Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday evenings from 10 PM-midnight. - · · 3. I've .Got You Under My Skin I Frankie Valli

and the Four Seasons
4. Let's Put the Fun Back In Rock and Roll I
Freddie Cannon and the Belmonts
1. _Sometimes Always I The Jesus & Mary Cha_in
. 5. The Clouds of Rock and Roll I Lou Christie
2. 'Pretty Vacant I The Sex Pistols
3. Buddy Holly I Weezer
Listen to "The Professor of Oldies" on Sat4. Upside-Down I Yo La Tengo
urdays from 2-4 PM. You can also here Marty's
5. The Chicken Won't Stop I The Holy Terrors New Age and Electronic Music Show on Sun-

"My List"

days from 2-.4 PM.

You can listen- to Jen Birchfield Thursday ·
and Saturday Mternoons from 4-6 PM;

Greg Brady's Top Five
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rubberneck /Toadies
__
Natural Born Killers Souhdtrack
The Downward Spiral I Nine Inch Nails
Boxed /Janis Joplin
Weight I Rollins Band

Greg Brady ·has currently been shafted of a
shift. Stay tuned to WNSU for more information.

~
2328
2574
.- 2750
3288

The

SourceLine
Sun-Sentinel
~r - ,lie

Pest Control ·
Moving Tips
Car Theft Hotline
Hialeah Horse Racing

4141
5420
7425
·7865

nsu Jtudcnf...
Commuter Tips
Toronto Indices
Bible Verse
Kid Power Trivia

Big Daddy Mitch's Top 5
· Fieestyle Hits
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

One Way Love'! TKA
In Love with Love I Debbie Harry
Dancing on Fire/ India
· Boy I've Been Told I Safi re
You'll Never Find Another Love I & More

You can listen to Big Daddy Mitch's
Freestyle and Tech no Prowess Friday evenings -·
from 8-10 PM.

--NOVA-SOUTHEASTERN

U N I V E R S I T Y

The Knight's CATEGORY: 2810
Broward (305) 523-5463
Palm Beach (407) 496-5463
Dade (305) 866-5463

~

•
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Campus Life
Upd~l:et
Commissioner
Carlton Moore

Visits NSU
by Michelena Holiday
A political workshop held by the
Pan African Student Association on
October 13, 1994 featured Commissioner Carlton Moore of District Three
in Ft. Lauderdale. The theme of this
workshop was "Economic Parity for
the Year 2000." Keynote speaker,
Commissioner Moore, impressed
upon the audience work ethics and
community responsibility.
Commissioner Moore opened
with a moving story of how his mother
acquired a house for her children.
.
Moore's mother, along with her family came from the projects. She left
Moore and his siblings with her parents for nine months in order to secure a job and buy a home with a
.
backyard .

Mixed Reviews
for the Lynn

Leadership Day
by Juan Pablo

Correa
On Saturday, October 15th, a group of
approximately 45 student leaders left the premises of
Nova Southeastern, to attend the
Florida Student Life Network Leadership Day.
Held at Lynn University, four additional colleges participated. Those
were Barry University, Johnson and
Wales University, Florida Memorial
College and St. Thomas Un iversity.
The conferennce started at 9:30
AM and finished at 6:30 PM. During this time, students had the opportunity to receive helpful instruction on leadership issues and network with other colleges of the
South Florida area.
T~ere were also "interest . sessions,". which allowed each ' iridi:vidual to. attend different types of
workshops. Among them were ef-·

Moore also shared his pride in his for something, but hard work is the
grandfather who taught Moore that only thing that will sget the job done.·
importance should not be put in what Moore gave story after story of how
you wear and drive, but what's in the hard work made things happen in his
bank and in your pocket. He ex- · !ife.
Community responsibility was anplained that many of the young people
today are so preoccupied with look- . other big ethic Moore brought up. He
ing good with $100 shoes and de- asked the audience to invest back into
signer clothing, yet tbey have no our commun1t1es. He showed
I through examples how important it
was to put in our time, effort, and
-o most of all, our money.
[ j What influenced me the most was
~ · Commissioner Moore's talk on us as
~ young people being innovators. He
[ impressed upon us to open our own
~ businesses, or create something that
[ will be of help to our family and our
} community. He said, "Don't have a
job, be your own boss." Commissioner Moore closed with some humbling advice, "If you put God first,
Family second, and Work third, and
work hard, you will be a success."
Moore's presentation was ·folCommissioner Carlton Moore addresses the Panlowed by a discussion period, where
African Student Association.
h
d"
lk d
·
Moore and t e au 1ence ta e on
money.
topics such as empowerment, work
Another ethic that Commissioner ethics, and racism. This workshop
Moore instilled was the five W's: was a success and beneficial to all
When Wishing Won't Work Will . who are open for knowledge and wisMoore told us that it is great to wish dom .

I

(!)

fective programming, advertising
techniques, recruiting, teambuilding
and motivational techniques.
An NSU student who requested
not to be identified said , "This is the
worst conference I have ever attended."
He added, "The main speaker
was pretty good, but the interest sessions were dull, unplanned and too
basic."
Ana K. Lam, sophomore, Vicepresident of Nova International Student Association sa id, "It was great.
They had a special session for lnternational students.
"It allowed me to realize a num- ·
ber of problems other universities
have. I have also made some good
contacts with leaders of other colleges."
It was the general concensus that
the food provided was good. However, it took a long time waiting in
line to have lunch. At the end of
the day, everybody received a Hhirt
alluding to the conference.
This event was made posible to
the NSU leaders by the Office of Student Life in its efforts to ward con.· tinued leadership growth of the NSU
.community .

Student Life
Leadership Day
Productive
by Michelena Holiday
Lynn University hosted "Getting Ahead In The World," a leadership conference held on Saturday, October 15, 1994. NSU's
Office of Student Life sponsored
the trip for club and organization
leaders.
Three bus loads left the campus early Saturday morning. The
NSU crew attended sessions with
topics covering effective programming, advertising techniques, recruiting, team building, and motivation. NSU was joined by Barry
University, Johnson and Wales
University, Lynn University,
Florida Memorial College, and St.
Thomas University.
The keynote speaker was Rick
Miller who taught what he considered the important aspects of
leadership. With humor, creativity, and a hands-on approach,
See RICK MILLER on page 12 ...

MAKE TRACKS
TO ISLANDS!
ALL MENU ITEMS UNDER S6.SS
·
•
•
•
•
·

The difference is fresh-fresh beef: fresh chicken: fresh, crisp salads
Salsa and guacamole made fresh daily
Award-winning french fries-cut fresh and made to order
"Bottomless" soft drinks
Full bar
Take-out available

znwm,~

RneBurgers
&Drinks
A Smoke-Free Restaurant

,.tt

:
'

2000 S. University Dr.· Davie· (Just south of 1-595) • 423-4099
Other Locations: 2561 Univel'.'Sity Dr.· Coral Spring~
·.:,
6500 N. Federal Hwy • A. Lauderdale
2015 OkeecholHle Blvd.~ w.st Palm Beach
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Wellness Center

Campus Life

rs Up

L'l-:mttm

_by Michelena Holiday
The Wellness Center celebrated
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week October 17-21. With the
theme: "Feel the Power of Positive
Choices," the Wellness Center increased awareness as well as the aspects of power and responsibility
when deciding whether or not to take
a drink. While encouraging responsibility when drinking, the Wellness stated, "The purpose of the car was
Center also showed that you can have to bring forth the awareness that it
fun without alcohol.
could happen to you . That could be
Throughout the week there was a your car that was wrecked clue to a
wrecked car in front of the Parker DUI accident."
building. Director Bonnie Hoffman
On Monday, October 17, infor~ - - -- - - - -- - - - - ~ mation tables were set up in front of
1
I - '
the Rosenthal
1

Wednesday, October 19, Guest
speaker Ken Washum, an addiction
counselor from the Broward Addiction Rehab Center, discussed alcohol
facts and addiction in Goodwin Hall.
Thursday, October 20, the wall
of signed pledges was set up in the
dinning hall for all
to see.
The week ended
with the "Smart
Drink Contest, a
contest where fun,
appetizing, non-alcoholic drinks were
made by various clubs and organizations to be judged according to taste,
appearance, and originality. The
winner received a trophy bearing their

Drink
smart
•

~nd Parker buildings . Students
were also en- ._

National Alcohol

Awareness Week

Kappa Alpha Psi with Shaji Eapen and Errol
Bodie creating the "Calypso Slam ."

couraged to sign
pledges not to
drink and drive. On Tuesday, October 18, Crash Test Dummies walked
around campus encouraging students
once again to sign pledges not to drink
and drive.

WNSU
92~9 caFM
II

•

E11erytllin1 from Moz11rl lo Met11/lic11"

V.I.P. Club Passes to Baja
CD Giveaways

COMING SOON ...

mill

Conte-sts for fabulous trips and

A

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

New Radio Personalities are always needed.
Stop by today for an application.

What? Can't get WNSU?
Call today to·find out how!
It's that simple! 475-7419

11

•

f

A G at h er1ng O
Blac k Peop Ie:

An Exhilarating

Sue Beebe, one of the judges, with Brenda Butler.

club's name. Music was provided by
WNSU.
With all of the great activities that
occurred during this week it is important not to forget the famous slogan: Save lives. DON'T DRINK AND
DRIVE!
All photos taken by Michelena Holiday .

which pr'omofea its new true voice
service .
The display I liked the most was
that of the Black Inventors Museum .

~ enjoyed fi~d ing out that Black_people

•

invented things like potato chips, the
mailbox, the railroad crossing signal
and many more.
by Tamara Taylor
In New York City, the Black ·Expo
This October 16th, I had the plea- is an eagerly anticipated event. Fam isure of attending Black Expo U.S.A at lies leave their homes early to beat
the Ft. Lauderdale Convention Cen- the crowd. Many small businesses sell
ter. To quote its founder, Jerry Roe- African Art ;rnd clothing made from
buck, "The Expo is designed prima- African material. Many restaurant
rily to afford Black businesses an op- owners bring samples of their dishes.
portunity to heighten awareness, gain Vendors sel I jewelry, T-shirts, and fraincreased market shares and broaden grant oils. Even performers like Heavy
their distribution channels."
D come to experience this wonderful
Founded in 1989 by Roebuck, the event.
Black Expo is not simply a place where
I was satisfied to see the heavy
Black businesses and people can in- turnout of people enjoying tbe Expo
teract with one another. It is also here in Florida. Many of the same
meant to be an informative experi- kind of vendors and business owners
ence. I was unable to make it to many · as in New York City came out to showof the seminars, but I did have the case their products and businesses.
opportunity to visit the different ven- "For Real" and "Damien Hall" were
.dors and organizations on hand.
among the many entertainers on hand.
I had my blood pressure checked
For thqse of you who missed Black
by one of the nurses representing The Expo this year, there's always .. ext
National Black Nurses Association year and the year after that. I personInc. My little brother was able to paint ally will do everything I can to keep
at the Caribbean Education Center. I . Black-Expo U.S.A around for my chilwent on a ride provided by AT&T, dren and their children.

Experience

...,:_

•
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or representatives of the attending
universities and colleges. · Nova
Southeastern's Scott Chitoff led an
interest session called "GREEK
LIFE: Perception of Reality."
After the interest sessions,
Miller closed with a humorous
story that evoked the important
qualities in leadership.
The Leadership day ended with
a barbecue dinner by a pool. Here
... continued from page 10
as well as throughout the day I met
Miller proved to be an effective and talked with people from the
speaker.
attending schools. We made conMiller did not just talk whiie nections and exchanged numbers.
Even though some people felt
we sat in our seats-he had us creating our own logo and singing that the interest sessions were not
commercial jingles. My group got the best, everyone felt that Miller
to sing the famous jingle from the made up for the that.
Kit Kat commercial : "Give Me A
Miller said, "If you don't look
Break."
for the experience, you just went."
After lunch we dispersed for the
Fortunately for me I was lookvarious special interest sessions. ing for a great experience, and
These ses~ions were led by Miller guess what? I found it.

Campus Life

Upd~t:.Rick Miller

Motivated NSU
Attendees

7 November 1 994

Pre-Med Society
M a k e S StTO ng
Rec o very

Thepersonresponsibleforputtingup
the flyers was Carrie Giordano, the person acting as President until elections.
Initially, Giordano spoke to Judy Perkel
about reviving the Pre-Med Society. Then
by Jerry Harper
she took the steps to find an advisor for
About the time many pre-medical stu- us--the head of the science departdents doubted that a "pre-med" club ex- ment--Naomi D' Alessio!
isted, a mysterious flyer appeared on
Of immediate concern was initial
classroom do.ors calling for interested stu- funding. We agreed upon a bake sale, to
dents to convene for a first meeting. Six be set up in front of the busy Parker Buildpeople showed up .
ing!
None of those six, including myself,
Rather than talk about elections right
thought this to be any reason at all to for- after discussing finances, we went straight
get about the idea. Though the semester to activities. We brainstormed a number
was already more than 25% over, the Pre- of ideas, such as volunteering for hospiMed Society was far from doomed.
, tal experience and humanitarian benefit,
An emergency meetit:1g was held the having speakers from medical schools talk
following week. More than 20 students .to us, and, of course, watching anatomiattended . This meeting was mainlyabout cal probes at NSU's North Miami camwhat we would have to do for achieving pus!
status as a true NSU club, and what we
Proceeding with the agenda,
would like to do by being so. But first
came the introductions.
.See FIRST CLUB on page 14 ...

Come Join Us For The
Student Services Fair

*·
\1,..

.,.,i~ {t

Who : Professional and Liberal Studies Students & .Faculty
What : It's A Cookout
When: Wed.nesdaY- Nov. 9th ·. I l:30am - l:OOPm ·
Where: · In front of Parker Buildina
WhY ., :· Welcome from the .Dean.
Information on NSU SuPPOrt Services.
·*A~ademic SuPPort Center ·
, ~~
· ,::*Advisement - Priority ·Resistration·1nformation
"'Financial·Aid
·*Career Resource Center
*Student Activities
*Testina Center
*Wellness Center

...\~

'/''

Enjoy The Fun

Free Food. Music. and Prizes
l,~fPresent Your.Student I.D. !J

Grand Prize: Sea Escape Cruise .For·· rwo
6.-.......

~

•
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Profiles of Campus Life NISA Hosts
Celebration of Campus Life
Courtesy Mikey Betesh
Name: Danielle M.
Daulerio
Name: Sarah Polo
Japanese Culture Uf>dcal:E9
Age: 23
Age: 19
- •. . .,.
Occupation:
Occupation:
!
by Juan Pablo Correa
Campus Volunteer
Chairperson of
During November, NISA, the of friendship, learning, and service .
Campus EntertainLiaison
r-. .•
~,.·. . . ,· .
.

ment Board

Drives (Car?):
Everyone Insane

-

' ~·

Favorite Pig-Out Food: Milk Chocolate Malt

Drives (Car?): Black
Nissan Pulsar NX

Favorite Pig Out
Food: White
Chocolate ·

Balls

last Good Book I Read: Necroscope
Worst Advice My Mother Ever Gave Me:
Advice? Is that what it was?

People Who Knew Me In High School
Thought: I originated from another planet
If I Wasn't At Nova, I'd Be: Living in
Arizona with my husband, expecting my 2nd child ... so, thank God ·
I'm here
My Fantasy Job Is? To become the new bad
girl on 90210. Dylan, here I ~ome!
Three Words That Describe Me: Openmi nded, Rebel, Emotional

Beta Theta Pi:
An Extended

FcI.•~-wily

by Michelena Holiday
Beta Theta Pi, formerly known
as "The Underground," is a fraternity with a mission . As many of you
already know, Nova Southeastern's
campus is filled with many students
from different areas around the

last Go.od Book I
Read: Shadows,
by John Sauls

Worst Advice My Mother Ever Gave Me:
She never really gave bad advice

People Who Knew Me In High School
Thought: I was aggressive.
If I Wasn't At Nova, I'd Be: At Southern

Nova International Student Association, will celebrate Japanese culture
on campus. An unprecedented event
held in front of the Parker Building
will feature Oriental food, music, and
an exhibition of Aikiro. There will
also be a barbecue for those who are
quite conservative in their eating habits.
This event is part of NISA's efforts
to promote diversity in an atmosphere

Everybody remembers that in September, Mexico was the focal point of
attention, with the "Mexican Fiesta."
Now Japan will be the focus during
November.
Ayako· Sakame and Masanao
Tachibama, NSU students and members of NISA, will be the main advisors for the development of this activity. Everyone is welcome to participate.

Methodist University, highly in debt

My Fantasy Job Is: Flight Attendant For A
Trip To The Moon

.,,

Three Words That Describe Me: Outgoing,

5

Energetic, Fun

0
er

'<

world.
Beta Theta Pi realizes that as
well. · In fact they embrace the differences .
According to Public Relations
Chairperson Neil Espendez, "We
don't want one certain type of guy.
Everyone is from a different place
and/or ethnic group. We are an ethnically diverse group who concentrate on integration."
Not only does Beta Theta Pi con-

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not
in default, the Army might pay it off.
If you qualify, we'll reduce your debt by
Y3, up to a $55,000 limit for each year you
serve as a soldier, so after just 3 years
you'll have a clean slate.
You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance .
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your

Army Recruiter.

305-594-8558

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAM BE:

~

;:;·

::,-

;;;"'
.,::,

:r

2.

.,

Q.
'<

Trye brothers , from left to right: Ricky Deutsch, Hector Rivera,
Ferren 'Hurwitz, Jeff Goglia, Neil Espendez, and Louis Gittens.

centrate on integrating their frater- "This is the best thing that I have ever
nity, but they also want to create a done. I have made new friends, and
this is a real brotherhood.
bond.
"We would do anything for each
Espendez said, "We realize that
there are students coming from dif- other. I have learned responsibilty
ferent states and different countries with my position and how set ~n exand they have no family down here. ample for others."
Connecticut naIn our frqternity, you
pick your own family.
tive Jeff Goglia is also
''We are like an exA A •
•
enthusiastic about his
tended family. We pro- IY•ISSIOn fraternity.
Goglia said, "This
vide a support group,
socially, scholastical ly, and emo- is the best thing that has happened
to me in college. It fits my personaltionally."
Espendez says that Beta Theta Pi ity. I talked to everyone to see what
is bene.ficial to the campus as well. it was like and I picked them."
Beta Theta Pi officers include
Their main focus is to be number one
in participation in campus activities. Elvis Quiroz, President; Chris
Beta Theta Pi actively sponsor~ Cronin, Vite President; Hector
parties, participates in intramural Rivera, Secretary; Jeff Preston, Secsports, Student Life activities, and retary; Nick Bagliano, Social Chair;
community service. Right now they Neil Espendez, Public Relations
are in the process of volunteering Chair; Mike Cronin, Rush Chair;
their time towork with juvenile burn Chris Jette, Chapter Advisor; and
victims at Broward General · Hospi- Carroll McKenzie, Risk Manager.
Espendez insisted, "We pick
tal and at Jackson Memorial Hospiquality individuals. We look at each
tal.
The main purpose of all fraterni- individual's .qualities, such as loyalty
ties is brotherhood, and according and commitment. And we make a
to New Jersey native Hector Rivera, choice."
~

Brolhers on a

<$
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Karnival-4-Kids
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Sarah lb/o's Office for Campus Volunteetism sponsored the Karnival-4-Kids October 22nd, which provided a fun lair for neglected or abused children. Pictures of
the children were not permitted, but Ik.K!Jjgh! features the volunteers here.
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The sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma go all-out at the Karnival-4-Kids.
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We heard bad news when we dis-
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President
. Carrie Giqrdano
Vice-President ·
Quantanease Tya Franklin
essary.
·
.
Then came great news. We had a Parliamentarian
Donna Stewart
... continueq from' page 12
big sister! Judy Perkel, our Advisor, told
T;easurer
Julie Gagnon
Giorda~o explain~d a little bit about The Club President Giordano about AMSA,
Program Director
the Health Professions Division's Medi- · Cristina Davis
lnter-O~ganizational _Counci I.
Next came the subject of publicity . . cal Association. They volunteered to help Historian
Damian Velez
Since we numbered only a half dozen, us, and we haven't even decided on our Correspondence Secretary
Yolanda Mendez
we decided that recruitment was of im- mission statement yet!

Following Perkel's surprise information, elections began at the sound of the
Rosenthal fire alarm! Undaunted by that
raunchy racket blaring all over the patio,
we began. Eventually, the group returned
upstairs to the Conference Room to finish
the voting.

Q.

0

Here iisted are the oHicers. of the
1994-95 Pre 0 Med Society:
·I

covered that there was no constitution remaining for us to amend. This made the
construction of an all-new document nec-

mediate concern. The group came up
with flyers, posters, electronic mailings,
the WNSU radio station, NSU's ACCENT
television, and (the most effective method)
word-of-mouth advertising.
Finally, politics came to the forefront.
As suggested by Quantanease Tya'
Franklin, Roberts Rules of Order was
deemed appropriate to maintain structure
and order.
We decided to elect club officers at
our second meeting.
Carrie's flyers again were taped
around campus. Messages were scrawled
on chalkboards. The word was out. A
pre-med club came into existence!
Such a crowd showed up that we ran
out of seats in the Conference Room in
the Rosenthal Student Center, but our
gathering still succeeded . . After going over
the minutes of our first meeting for the
benefit of the fifteen other new members,
we scheduled the bake sale. It raked in
about $46.00, $21.00 over what was re-

"'
:5

.

. I

·Rec~rding Secretary
Deeptaz Sylvia·
Academic Chair
Vickie Durland
.Public Relations.Chair
Gerald Harper
Political Chair
Anlly Diego
Social Chair
Hani Alsaleh
Volunteer Board Chair
·Courtney Trudeau :
Fundraising Chair
Cari Campbell

·r

NSU's Pre~Med Society meets every
other Wednesday at 6 PM in the Rosenthal
Student Center. New members are encouraged to attend, .,because joinirig this
club definitely has its rewards.
For more information, e-mail Carrie Giordano at
Internet address "giordalio@polaris.nova .edu".

LONDON
AMSTERDAM
FRANKFURT
BOGOTA
PANAMA CITY.
SAN JOSE C.R.

HONG KONG
TOKYO ·

NS~ C€NT€R FOR H-O~PIT~UTV MM~G€M€NT

...........

rtTOJ"' T~L CElfTRE: fOR P R ~ ~ DO'El.OPME:NT

.......

Jhe ICPD Fol Seminar Series

$219
$20S
$199
$149
$149
$1SS
$417
$427

Fares an: each way based on a round trip purchase from
Miami. Student or Faculty ID may be required Taxes &
surch31ges not included Fares subject to change.

~I

,,__.,Student Travels" MAGAZINE

October 31 - December 9, 1994
seminars will be presented in lhe areas of:

• food & Beverage Operations
• Strategic Advertising
·
• The Excellence Challenge

• Computer-Based Training
• Public Tourism & Cuhurol Events
• Tourism Education

LtJufers in :Jlospita{ity and 'Tourism 'Dluc.ation
'Badiefor's, 'Master's, 'Doctora{ 'Dttfrees

Call for more information
1-800-390-4'677

~
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HeClrU.s.?

nificant intellectual concern?" Who classes. Thanks to the cooperation of
should be the one to tell me if it is of Dr. Lamm, Dr. Jackson, Dr. Mulvey,
"significant concern?" (I learned that Dr. Gordon, and Dr. Barker, asurvey
from Dr. Ben Mulvey's Human Na- was given to 79 NSU students who
by Heidi Palmer
responded either via e-mail, on The
ture, Human Behavior class.)
I'm sure that many of us chose
Making The Living Earth a re- .Knight's poll line or by written opinNova _Southeastern University for dif- quired course is COIJlpletely unfair to ion. The survey resulted in the folferent reasons: its location or the dif- NSU students. I care about the envi- lowing:
ferent fields of study. Perhaps NSU ronment, ~nd that's why I read the
__33 said "Yes," they liked CORE
was the only college that accepted us. daily newspaper. I'm concerned and classes
.Whatever the reason, it's unlikely aware. However, for $850, 1 would
27 said "No, 11 they disliked CORE
that anyone chose NSU for its CORE rather take a course designed to en- clc1sses
19 said "Sorta, 11 ·"Kinda, 11 "Not
classes. CORE classes, according to hance my major. _
the 1993 Nova College Catalog, are
I have to be honest. _. I dropped Really," or "Yes/No"
"designed to provide a context for The Living Earth after three days.
--Students also were asked what
studying and analyzing problems of Some might argue .that I didn't give they would like to change about CORE
significant intellectuaLand social con- the course a chance, but to get my classes. Many responded by saying
··cern."
money back I
"CORE should not be
I question if CORE courses are of- had no choice. I
required" or "r~late it
fered for the extra money in the also
· read
more to our maJor" or
College's pockets, to enable NSU to through the text"depends on the inbuild big, white, shiny buildings. Are : books, which
struct9r to make the
these courses really preparing us for only proved my theories about the class more interesting."
course to be true.: -- "-.
"social concern?"
Some of the students who stated
-After taking CORE: Human NaIf NSU is so cdnc~rned with mak- . that they liked the CORE classes reture, Human Behavior and CORE: ing students aware of ecological prob- sponded by saying "yes, but they're
Journey I, I was sent to The Living lems, then offer The Living Earth as unnecessary" or "yes, but time conEarth: An Environmental Perspective. an elective. Letthe student make the suming and takes away from the time
I had seen relevance in both CORE decision if he or she wants to pay the that one should give to courses related
money to become "AWARE."
classes up until this one.
to our major." Others complained the
What does the environment have
. I wanted to find out if I was the courses are "too expensive."
to do with "analyzing problems of sig- only one distraught about CORE
One student admitted he liked
CORE classes, because he was able
to sleep through class and still manage to get an "A." "Waste of time,"
"no purpose," "boring," or " credits
should be transferable," were all
voiced. One student even said that
he wouldn't mind taking the courses
6504 SW 39th Street Davie, FL 33314
f"e"ind t"e Form Store 011 t"e corner ol lJt111ie & Jlt" St.) if they weren't required.
All these complaints, all this con•GET ONE FREE RENTAL WHEN
·~/.r0
fusion. I would think that the Univer, t\o,\l•~· .., • YOU RENT 10 MOVIES
·~
Foo/6 ~ N,:{ sity should listen tci the students'
toseb o,1'
& ,,on
ro01
'0/~
voices. After all, the tuition money
• footbo\\ CA,,ds,
• GET A FREE MOVIE RENTAL
6011 If. -.r
91
from
these voices make up the colspo«ts C.o«ds • s
ON YOUR BIRTHDAY
•C'o •
l'tJe1.r
lege.
d c.oP'e
-,,,,~
• to~es oC\
•OPEN 9:00AM TO MIDNIGHT
•.t 800 ~
Dr. Ferriss, who teaches the CORE
~o
s
·c. foc\l
7 DAYS A WEEK
t9 ,., IJ,h·
course, Individual and Social Systems,
• )ucoss, 1Jused)
.
f<,~
'lie
expressed that sh~ would like to see
1
,q,qS+\o
;w··-..· ./
ed.No~~;J
"more hands-on experiences included
in the course," which she plans to do
NEW RELEASES...........$2.75 GENERAL TITLES...... ~.s2.1s in the future when teaching CORE
~lJLTS ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2.sc, C::IIILl>llEN'S••••••••••••••••• $1.c,c, classes. · Dr. Alford believes "that if
·· SlJPEll NINTENl>OS, NINTENl>OS U GENESIS _
the students take the courses seriously
sz.sc,
then it will help them achieve their
goals."
IRING THESE COUPONS FOR SPECIAL SAVINGS
I would like to thank all the parBuy any pack of Sports/ :
Rent 10 movies get a
ticipants in the survey both students
•
and faculty. Obviously there are
Non-Sports Cards
•
FREE
many concerns regarding CORE
_
get a $ .25 pack FREE
:
- $1 .00 lottery ticket
classes. I hope that the people who
•
decide
the criteria of CORE ·classes
Rent one General Title
• With New Membership
acknowledge
those concerns. In the
•
·Rent One Get One
Get one General Title
••
long run, they will be the ones who
FREE
will pay .
FREE
•

Students Respond
to CORE Cour-ses
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_It Will Always
Be A Question
C>f Color

by The Right Reverend H. Owen Huntley _.-

Lately,
I======
have watched
the debate between races,
~
namely this feel- ,
ing of white vs.
black, rear its
ugly head once.·,, 1
more. I have
concluded that even the pages of The
Knight are not safe from the effects of this
emotional debate that has plagued the
American people for hundreds of year~.
There is no need to dwell on the issue of slavery, which is not an attempt to
diminish the importance of realizing the
travesties· that took place during this pe- ·
riod of American history. I am sure that
the majority of those who comprise NSll's
family of students know the story.
My purpose here is to evaluate not
necessarily race relations but human relations. However, it would be naive of
me to believe that I could effectively
evaluate such relations without taking into
consideration the social views of the individuals that constitute American society.
This column will not attempt to examine all ethnic groups. I can only speak
from my observation; thus, I will examine relations within the context of how
this issue has been presented in recent
editions of The Knight.
African-Americans arrived on Ameri~ .
can shores in the 1600's. Since that day, .
the African-American people have lived
through the oppression of being consid2
ered property, and along the path of being considered second class citizens, to a
point where it seems impossible to clearly
discover true identity.
An African-American child enters this
·
world with the knowledge that painful
bouts with racism await along the path of ·
his or her destiny. Will this child grow
up only harboring hate for the individuals that mistreated his or her forefathers,
or will this child rise above the obstacles
of life to effect change for the betterment
of society for everyone?
This question can only be answered
See LEVEL PLAYING on page 19.i..
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ing forward, with a bird's-eye

__
)

Out v iew of Lake Okeechobee and
Opinion Ju·mping
of Central Florida, Frost and
of a Perfectly Imost
wa lked out the wide-open back
the airp lane and fell toward
Humans Should Good Airplane . ofearth.
Jason Oomasky
The exBe So Lucky by The
most anxious moments perience
Rebuttal by
Andrea Leeds

t woutd like to thank Heidi
Palmer for her comments concernil<lg my- artrde on pet overpopulation.
f enjoy the opportunity for intelligent
dr.scuss ron- with well-informed
people who have different values.
Wl\at l don't enjoy, however, is an
argument for the sole purpose of expressing viewpoints without . relevancy to t he discussion at hand.
What I mean is, Ms . Palmer entitled her piece "Rebuttal," but. has
focuse~ on criticizing the whole animar rtghts movement. I fail to see
the cmmection between that topic
and rny overpopulation piece. Is it
because. I briefly stated I am an animal rights activist that caused such
a d'isturbance?
· Ms. Patmer discusses how rights
_evolve out of the democratic process. Animals, as far I am aware,
do.n"t understand the democratic process..
Ms. Pa lmer states, "humans are
the only earthly creatures capable of
rati.onal thought.// If rational thought
is thecriterta for applying rights, why
i;s sne against infants and mentally
defi:cient humans having rights? Just
because they don't understand 'the
concept of rights doesn't mean they
shouldn't be afforded the right to live
fteeLy, comfortably and naturally.
As for Ms. Palmer's comments
concerning responsible people and
[e.g~timate concerns for turning anima fs in at shelters, I refer her back
to my artide-:.-we are in total agreemen.t. t too believe many people
oor{tcfe,serve to share their lives with

>-.

--....;

I

mind repeated the safety rules I
was tqld as the impending dive
drew closer.
·
Jack Frost, the certified parachutist with whom I wou ld soon
be jumping in tandem, surpri,0rl
me as the plane approached its
final altitude . He told me that
everything he asked me to remember (a substantial body of
.
. Iy unprecautions)
was re Iat1ve
necessary at this point, due to the
experiential nature of skydiving .
Frost and I shared the ascent
wit h a co lorful troupe of student
and professional parachutists.
This hardy band leapt into the
Central Florida sky one minute
before Frost and I threw ourselves
to the wind.
Beforehand, in a fo l ksy hangar on the ground, Frost assisted
me in safely suiting up for the
dive. He informed me about the
strengths and nuances of my outfit, walked me through the procedure of the jump, and employed subdued humor to settle
what little anxiety I may have
.animals.
Ssince I work at the shelter, I felt .
· As the plane rose, Frost reknow tbe reasons people give for
llamtl'Tg fll tbe.ir pets. It' s not a whim. lated further general instructions
Some peopte go from dropping off and practiced a skilled, limited
t~err "otd: model" animal to the form of soothsaying for my benadoption, area to try to adopt a puppy efit. He attached his suit (he
01 a krtten, but the majority of ani- wore the parachute) to mine via
maJs. are received because of unal- several sturdy hooks and
checked the assorted straps and
tef!ed animaCs.
As far as animals surviving on buckles in preparation for our
their own goes, I would embrace a leap out the back- of the plane.
The tandem jump is not unSeeIDU-AtfONAL ETHICS on page 19 ...
comfortable or restrictive. Fae-

,"l

.

The Editor Shares
an "A,r Adventure

preceded the jump itself. As the
airplane spiraled toward 12,000
feet, a ch.ill crept over me. My

JumpMaster Jack Frost and first-time tandem skydiver
Jason Domasky exhibiting confidence before take:qff.

offices exhibited cleanliness a nd
modernity.
If yo ur disposable recreational income allows, I suggest
cons i dering doing a tandem
skyd ~ve at A ir Adventures . It's
one of the few non- ·
marine, thrill ing experiences available
11
to Nova Southeastern students short of
visiting the Orlando theme park
mecca.
Air Adventures is located in

I

closest
to
•
skydiving is
the view out
the window of an airplane as it
descends onto an airport's runway. The fall is exhilarating and
transpires quickly . The chill air
at 12,000 feet slowly warms as
the ground's features loom larger.
Air Adventures recorded my
gratis jump on videotape, so I
was being fi I med by a fellow
skydiver as the sound and fury of
Florida's trade w inds dazzled my
senses. Frost and I descended ·
through .the quiet atmosphere to
'.'.<:...·. . ,. ,
The Editor and Jump Master frost after an exhilarating
a landing field, where I was genpa;achute ride through the Central Florida skies .__J
tly deposited on the grass.
Frost and everyone at Air Ad- rural Clewiston, a two-hour drive
ventures conducted themse lves · north of NSU . Air Adventures'
professionally and I never sus- telephone number is (800) 533pected a single safety precaution . 6 15 1. Let them know you heard
was overlooked. The airplanes, about them in t~e pages 'of The
hangar, reception building, and Knight .

I
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NOlV 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

"WeDeliver"~472-6202

-Davie

2853 S. University Dr.
(Next to Scandinavian · The Shoppe• of Rolling Hill•)

· 4599 N. University Dr. - 572-6807 · Lauderhill
(Sunvilloge Pla%a • South of 50tla SI.)

OPEN FOR .LUNCH Monday thru Sunday
HOURS:
S11n. • n,,,,.._ 11 om. JZ·Mu:lnl61tl • Fri. A Sol. Jl ana.• I om

~---~--------y---------~--,
Howie Wings• _STUDENT

I

:

I

$4.59

~-----~~----$5 9 5
'

110deliciouslyseasonedChickenWings,Celery,
Bleu Cheese Dressin2 & Spicy Howie Sticks.

I Baked Spaghetti for 2
I

.SPECIAL :
·

·
·

·

$4 ·9 9
·

.

•

. Lg. Cheese

Pizza with 1 Topping

I
I

:
I

~-----~-----A-~~~~~~~~~-J
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Livi·ng 1n

hope that you will take into
consideration the hardships I have
undergone and comply with my
needs and wishes as a paying ~enby
Seth Millis
. ant. I am hereby requesting the
and Frank Kolb
convenience of residing on the first
This is a letter that was sent to floor, in exchange, for the inconResidential Life concerning the liv- veniences thatl have undergone.
As a new student at Nova
ing conditions that 'a resident of
Goodwin Hall has been facing.
Southeastern University, I am ap-

House of. Mold

palled by the conditions I .have
been living under. If my needs cannot be met, I will be forced to seek ·
education at another institution,
9n response to this letter, l'<.esidespite my desire to stay at Nova .
Prompt attention to this matter will aential I:.1fe gave an ,a polog0 for the
inconvenience, and re-emphasizer;;(
be greatly appreciated.
'
, the offer for the student to move to
another room on either the second
Sincerely,
Seth Millis
or fourth floor.

Opinion

Attn: Tammy Pappacoda
I have been living at Goodwin
Residence Hall for approximately
8 weeks. In this time, I have been
subjected to living in less than adequate conditions. Condensation
continually drips down my walls
and has destroyed several posters
within my collection .
In addition·, my ceiling is covered in a green matter, comparable
to that of a science experiment. I
noticed this as I lay in my ~oggy .
bed, feeling like an Oreo cookie ·
being dunked.
Not only is the appearance of
my room in disarray, but my personal belongings have been affected as well. My $70 shoes, have
been overtaken by a fuzzy green
tPxture, resemhling that of a Chia
· Pet. Numerous other articles of
clothing (shirts, hats, pants, underwear, towels, etc .) have been ruined.
Due to the growth of mold, my
health is also i~ jeopardy. I have
been informed by a physician that
the continued inhalation of ~uch
cultured air will lead to serious
bronchial problems. Furthermore,
I was also informed that according
to the Board of Health regulations,
said living conditions are unsuitable.
I understand that you are trying to amend the problem. However, your attempts have only
made things worse. Now, as I walk
into my room. I am uverwhelmed
by an atmospheric warmth . W ithin
a matter of seconds, I am bathing
in a pool of sweat much like basking in a sauna.
I have been given two options
to alleviate this problem. I can either move to room 240 or to a room
on the fourth floor. I find neither
of these .options satisfactory. In any
room on the second floor I wi 11 be
faced with the same struggle . The
fourth floor is highly problematic
due to the constant malfunctions
of the elevator.

•Pentium Ready
•4Mb 60 ons Memory
•345Mb MAXTOR Hard Drive

•Pentium Ready
•8Mb 60 ons Memory
•420Mb MAXTOR Hard Drive

•2 Ser, 1 Par, 1 Game Port
• 1 .44 Floppy Drive
• 1 Mb Genoa VLB SVGA Cont.
•Mini-Tower Case
•Enhanced 101 Keyboard
•Mouse w/Pad
•DOS 6.22
•Windows 3.11
ePFS Works For Windows
•Surge Strip

•2 Ser, 1 Par, 1 Game Port
• 1.44 Floppy Drive
• 1 Mb Genoa VLB SVGA Cont.
•Mini-Tower Case
•Enhanced 101 Keyboard
•Mouse w/Pad
•DOS 6.22

.28 NI $275
.28 NI $399
•17'" .26 NI $699

HITAC
.28
.28
.28
.28

$999

IN $239
NI . $249
NI $339
NI $649

•PFS Works For Windows
•Surge Strip

$1,349

Multlllledla Svstems
$1.149
Double Spead CD ROI"'
S1.iliII
$1.249 With Sound Blaster Pro &Speakers $1.649 .
$1.299 Sound Blaster Discoverv 16 Kit $1.699
$1.349
Game Blaster 16 lrn
$1.149
$1.549
sound Blaster Office
$1.949
Office includes Micro Soft Word, ExceL Power Point, Mail And Access
rww
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Classified
· Graduating in
· 1994?
a Ft. Laud. Studio Specializing in

Cap & Gown Portraits ·
is offering a great ·

Package Deal!!!
Pictures Can Be Taken
@ The Studio
On Location

APA RESEARCH/

or

Freelance Writer

(groups of 10 or more)

--- ----====---====---======

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Reasonable Rates.
Computer typing
$1 per page (ds)
Resumes $5 per page.
Dr. C. Lipschitz (PhD).

l

CALL 305-472-9990/
800-472-9994 (24 hours)

()PTOMETRIS
WANTED
For your own new business
to open early 1995
in Le.esburg, Fla, 40 minutes
north of Orlando.
All equipment and rent
provided. Send inquires to:

P.O. Box 174

Grand Island, Florida
32735,

BABYSITTER
NEEDED
• MUST HAVE YOUR
OWN TRANSPORTATION

For More Information

Call: 305-480-4710

PHOTOS BY GOGUEN

iUp·grade Your
stU .d Y Sk•tt
I S
I

Improve your memory,
study habits, and reduce test
anxiety throught hypnosis.
$175.00 includes 2 sessions and .
1 customized audio tape.
Visa and Mastercard accepted.
M. Estelle Spike M.A., M.S.,
Certified Hypontherapist, Mental
Health C~unselor l~tern,
3595 Sheridan St. Suite 103
Hollywood, Fl. 33021
(305) 964-5257

YOUR DOCUMENTS
COMPUTER TYPED STATE-OFTHE-ART INK-JET B/W OR
COLOR PRINTER
RESUMES TERMS MSS.
FREE FLOPPY -ONE-ON-ONE
COMPUTER TRAINING
PROVIDED IN THE COMFORT
OF YOUR OWN HOME
OR MINE. LOW FEES!
GROUP DISCOUNTS!
DETAILS:
FRANCINE MOMEWNT
(1-305) 741-7276

• NEAR NSU CAMPUS

• 2 GIRLS ( 1YR & 3YRS)

If you would like to place a classified in The Knight contact our
business department at 452-1553.

• MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE
WITH KIDS

You can get the exposure you need
with an ad placed in The Knight.

• PART TIME

CALL 746-5015

""

Our staff is available Mon-Fri 9am
to 5pm.
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animal rights activism is portrayed as "the
great cause."
A request to all students: Educate yourself in your cause before you become any
type of activist Education does not mean
reading on!y information swayed towards the
views you already hold .
It means familiarizing yourself aboul the
by Lisa Rossman
issue from every point of view. Ignorance
The last issue of The Knight (Vol 4, lss turned into activism can become the defini5) contained "My Theory of Evolution.;' The tion of obnoxiousness.
author, Andrea Leeds, advocated taking acTo use the previously mentioned extion in a cause you believe in. Specifically, amples, animal rights activists can fit under
that definition at times. A recent demonPROFESSIONAL TYPIST
stration of this involves their protests at
"Editing My Specialty"
Ocean World Marine Life Park.
The park closed its gates for the last time
on
August
31, after 29 years of serving the
Term Papers, Manuscripts
public. Activists have been protesting evTheses, Dissertations
ery Saturday, demanding that the dolphins
Laser-Quality Printer
be turned over to them to be put in a prop· k-U
d Delivery
gram that will eventually release the anilC
Xv:iable
mals bac_k into the ocean. This is a program which has not been proven to be successful. Would you give your dog or cat,
$2.00 Per Pa~e (OS)
ac~ustomed to human care, over to people
, Call for Special Rates
to set it free in the woods?
One activist said on a news excerpt that
. 452-7958
she was protesting because she "knew" that
a transport to another park would kill some
of the older dolphins at Ocean World.
_Didn't she thi~k that if th_is goal was
obtained, transporting of the animals would
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • occur? Suppose that Ocean World did hand
Professional Word Processing
over the dolphins to these activists. A transport would still be necessary to move them
WordPerfect 6 _0 1 LaserJet Printer to the facility. In that case, the lady would
.
R
be protesting the actions of her own group .
Manuscripts, esumes,
Finally, who would "know" better about
Term Papers
the quality of these dolphins' health, the vet. _
erinarian who interacts and medically cares
No Job too Big or too Small
for the animals daily? Or a lady who comes
once a week to hold a sign outside of the park?
Very Reasonable Rates
So, the request is repeated : Fully educate yourself before taking a public stand
Call TERRI at (305) 370-6199 and joining activism. lgnoranc~ is not bliss
to those who are on the receiving end.

A Question of the
Right Perspective

·

THE WRITE TOUCH

STUDENT HOUSING SPECIALIST

JOE ·o'TOOLE
d?«oliot.
omc:& (305) SM,..8182
(800) 9274232
24 HR. (305) 730-5298

RENTALS--SALES
AUANTIC PROPERTIE.S INTERNATIONAL. INC.
3438 N. OCEAN BOULEVARD• PT. LAUDER.DALE. PL 33308

1 3

o- s2

9

s·
~

""THERE'S ONLY ONE ATLANTIC"
---------~
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Situational Ethics Federal Regulations Dictate A Le-vel Playing
Will Not Save NSU Hiring Policies Field or a
Animals' Lives by Liza Ziegler
Glass Ceiling
In a recent edition of The Knight (Vol
world where domestic animals could 5, lss 4), David Escartin and Ana Lam
fo l low their natural instincts and sur- voiced concern regarding international
vive more than a few months at best. student employment and financial aid proUnfortunately, today's strays have to cedures. The offices handling these af- ·
ward off human forces such as traf- fairs are part of "Student Services" and
fic, abuse, laboratory experiments, are here to assist students of NSU.
and poisons. Ms. Palmer's cat may
The policies established incorporate
survive, but most don't.
guidelines and regulations mandated by the
Ms. Palmer stated that animals U.S. Department of Education and Immidon't have laws to protect them so gration and Naturalization Services (INS).
According to INS, "International stuthe right to life of an animal is nonexistent. Any ethics course can pro- dents cannot accept a position which will
vide Ms. Palmer with the knowledge dis place a United States resident."
In order to comply, Federal Work
that laws have nothing to do with
Study
(FWS) interviews for the 1994-95
morality.
In closing, Ms. Palmer suggested year were made to students who are U.S.
that we treat ourselves with respect citizens, nationals, or permanent residents
and dignity. How can a society that of the U.S. They must have completed
puts guns in children's hands (the the free application for Federal Student Aid
"Youth Deer Hunt") teach those chi I-. on or before April 1st, and demonstrate
dren a respect for life? How can a financial need.
Student Employment interviews for the
society be dignified as it licks the
flesh of tortured animals off of its fin- 1994-95 school year began August 29th.
gers and states , "Mmm, mmm Student Employment is available to all students that attend NSU. Though U.S. citigood"?
Respect should indude all spe- zens are given first opportunity to apply
cies, not just homo sapiens. Ms. for available positions as mandated,
It is the policy of the Student EmPalmer suggested people may refer
to her as insensitive; I just believe ployment Office to accommodate al1 NSU
her compassion has not been fully students. Through our office we offer positions to all students throughout the year.
developed.
... continued from page 76
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Join our team!

WO

Ail ~~uront positions and exceptional

1 _•r
._.__;i(_•_.,::~t~Flf)Od~,·nit~es av3a. ilabtie!5
rita,ji1ff person

01

y: rrom pm o pm .

• 2006 Executive Drive, NW ( off ~95

:mr~.
The most fun you can calf .

,

We offer compeMive wages and first .c:k>ss trainliijf ,CPI( $1ppor~
a smoke-free, drug-free wo~lace. ~ ~ " ' equal~ii,,
employer and encOU'9 aU qualifiecl:w~ lo apply,
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Opinio11
mating brotherly and sisterly love .
Until society creates an environment
where the African-American is truly accepted on equal terms and not necessarily tolerated because of Constitutional
amendments and landmark cour.t case
decisions, the African-American will continue to feel a sense of detachment concerning certain situations of society. This
sense of detachment leads to" the creation
of Afrocentric commercials, black fraternities, black beauty pageants, black films.
These are the only avenues that many
African-Americans have that allows one
to feel the sense of a common bond .
Tnese entities seem to allow the only opportunity for the African-American to
showcase his/her talents and traits in an
unadulterated sense.
It only angers many African-Americans when they are asked to justify the
existence of the above mentioned devices
of social cohesion. No one questions
particular celebrations, festivities, and
other functions of this nature that cater to
the Caucasian sectors of society. No one
questions institutions that indirectly exclude qualified African-American individuals under the guise of policy.
However, there is immediate question when particular institutions strive to
showcase the cultural development of the
African-American. The words "militant"
or "pro-Black" come from the lips of others within society. This distinction further promotes a sense of detachment.
If America wishes to foster the principle of being the Melting Pot, then
changes must be made. Our view of our
fellow man must change for the better.
No, we can never dismiss color but we
must never use it as a qualification. We
must live what we preach; love everyone
for the person they are, not the color of
their skin .
Think about this: if there was not a
problem concerning how we view one
another, would there be a reason for the
discussion of color taking place within the .
pages of the Knight?
The last time I checked, we all served
the same God, and we are all his children. Color of skin is irrelevant. · We all
must ultimately live in harmony, black
and wh[te alike. That is the only way we
will create. a world virtuous for our children and worthy of the acceptance of God
as He looks down upon 'i-lis creation.

inside the soul of an African-American
child.
As an African-American child grows
into an adult, relationships with the individuals he/she encounters shapes the view
held within the mind of each young adult.
Because of the social structure of society,
the African-American child faces the task
of overcoming the feeling of being an
outsider looking in.
When compared to their Caucasian ,
counterparts, only a minimal number of
African-Americans hold influential positions in society. This fact solidifies the
misleading feeling that African-Americans ·
can only influence minor change within
so<;:iety. This feeling becomes embedded
in the mind of many African-Americans.
They think to themselves, "Hey, we even
carry the title of minority within society."
This is the misinformation fed into the
minds of the African-American adults of
the future.
On the other side of the issue, we
now live in a time when Caucasian children are often taught to accept AfricanAmerican children as individuals. It
speaks volumes when a generation must
teach its young to -accept someone who
looks different from them. But can we
blame children for the adults they become? Childre.n are greatly influenced
by what their parents teach them. Not
all parents teach the philosophy of loving
and accepting everyone. Thus, Caucasian children grow up into adults, and they
a_re baffled by the reception they may receive from there African-American counterparts. However, this difference in relating to each other should not be surprising.
This inter-relation distinction between
races results from individuals coming from
varying environ.ments. The AfricanAmerican feels that his/her Caucasian
counterpart never had to face the obstacles
anticipated by each African-American that
comes into the world. The Caucasian feels
that his/her African-American companion
now plays on a level playing field making the potential for achievement unlimited.
However, the crucial factor often
overlooked is the internal view of oneself.
The African-American views these
Until next time, remember the dream
instances as further proof that they are still
and
go in peace my brothers and sisters
not truly recognized within society. They
~
are just the benefactors of lip service pro- of all colors.
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Student Radio Stalion Expanding
__)

•'

WNSU provides a variety of shows
for almost all musical tastes, setting it
apart from other radio stations in South
... continued from front cover
Florida.
who's in the conference. We're trying getting sent from the record labels.
"We have an extensive selection of
to bring that information to the forefront."
"We're doing our best to really im- classic rock that we're building up.
Along with H.B., the other members prove our library and that's the basis of We've got a couple of reggae shows. It's
of the executive staff include Station my job here as music director. And I'm a pretty interesting thing we;ve got goManager
James
making sure that that is ing here and I think it's going to be a
Reinlieb, Program Didone right from day great year for WNSU."
rector Brady Decker,
one."
WNSU is busy expanding its listenProduction Engineer
Not only is Bauer ·ing audience, both on and off NSU's
Dave Nurbin, and newhelping to widen the main campus.
est addition, Music Dimusic variety of WNSU,
Dave Nurbin said, "We're looking
.
but he is also gaining in- into getting a new music system for the
rector Rick Bauer.
Bauer, who is
sight into the music in- cafeteria so they'll be able to hear the
frontman of local band .
dustry.
station better. We're looking into getMou~ning Son, is optiBauer shares one of . ting splitters for students' dorm rooms.
mistic about the im- .
the setbacks of being a We're stiU working towards going FMprovements he can
music director.as well as that's our ultimate goal."
make for the station
being in a band.
N urbin urged, "Listen for frequent .
within his position.
Henry Blaufeld, Sports Director for WNSU.
Bauer explained, giveaways. We're going to be- giving
"Our [music] Ii"My band is always away CDs, haircuts, pizzas, V.I.P. club
brary was kind of weak. A lot of what played on this station. It's kind of un- passes_:stuff Ii ke that."
we had was outdated and stuff that usual that being music director, I have
If you would like more information
people really didn!t enjoy playing.
to do the charts [for the College Music about WNSU, 92.9 cable FM (Jones
"We've already gone out and bought Journal, which monitors play lists of col- lntercable), or if you would like to beabout thirty of the most classic CDs lege radio stations across the country) and come a DJ at the station, drop by the
around. Everything from the Beatles, the my band always ends up near the top of studio, located on the first floor of the
Doors, and Pink Floyd to some of the the charts and people think I'm rigging it Rosenthal Student Center at NSU's main
hot new releases that we haven't been and l'.m not! It really is getting played!" campus, or call (305) 475-7419.

Horn Assumes

Audience, Emphasizing Athletics

"Fusing a Cultural
Community"

•

Meet Stuart Horn, Dean of the College
of Professional and Liberal Studies,
in a relaxed, informal atmosphere

Noven1ber 15th
7:00 PIVI

Goodwin Residence Hall, Classroom 1

Role as Dean
of Day Programs
.. .continued from front cover

in support of the new organization.
President Ovid Lewis shares his goals.
The new Dean will focus on developing the College's curriculum and
"life." His greatest challenge is encouraging students' involvement in .fusing a
cultural community.
_.
.Horn revealed, "We want to rest
each student's professional education on
a good liberal studies f9undation: ..

The Knight Newspaper ahd the Office of Residential Life will cosponsor a
special gathering with Stuart Horn at the
·Goodwin Residence H~II ori .Tue~day,
November 15th at 7 PM. Undergrads
are encouraged to drop by Classroom
GDW-1 and get to know their Dean as
an individual, in a relaxed, informal atmosphere.
Horn would like to discuss topics
of interest to the college student, rather
than issues which concern his role as
Dean. Refreshments will be provided
and members of The Knight staff will be
present to facilitate the event.

great scores...
@,G.t,

®e

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
We'll show you the
proven skills and test. taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills...
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody otters you
more ways to practice.

Call: 370-2500

Poll Line FEEDBACK
•••••••••••••••••••••
Do NS/A athletes receive preferential treatment in the classroom?

NO 67%

The majoi·ity of calle,'.s
believed athletes do·
·not receive
YES 33%
preferential
treatment.

•

get a

higher SC.ore

KAPLA·N

~

